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Teacher Instructions

Powerful Sun Scavenger Hunt

Overview:

Students navigate the Powerful Sun unit of the Aurora Alive DVD to find the answers to 
questions on the STUDENT WORKSHEET: “Powerful Sun Scavenger Hunt.”

Objectives:

The student will research information by interacting with the Aurora Alive DVD.

Materials:
• Aurora Alive DVD

• STUDENT WORKSHEET: “Powerful Sun Scavenger Hunt”

Activity Procedure:

Distribute the Aurora Alive DVD and the STUDENT WORKSHEET: “Powerful 
Sun Scavenger Hunt.” Ask students to complete the worksheet by navigating 
the DVD to learn the answers to the questions.

Answers to Student Worksheet:
1. gas 7. the sun’s surface

2. Jean Mairan 8.

3. sunspots 9. 10,000; 27,000,000

4.	 865,000	 10.	 solar	flares

5. the sun 11. 1 - 3 days

6.	 25	-	35	days	 12.	 magnetic	field
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Student Worksheet

Powerful Sun Scavenger Hunt

Name:

Directions: Use Unit 3 of the Aurora Alive DVD to help you answer the questions 
below.

1. Our sun is a fiery ball that sends light, heat, particles and _____________ to 
Earth.

2. French philosopher _____________________________ came up with the theory 
that sunspots are related to displays of the aurora. 

3. What are the dark spots on the surface of the sun that exist in pairs and behave like the op-
posite ends of a horseshoe magnet? ______________________________ 

4. The diameter of our sun is _____________ miles, which is wider than 100 Earth’s positioned 
side by side.

5. What star is the primary source of energy for all processes on Earth’s surface? __________

6. Our sun rotates on its axis every _____________ days.

7. The sun’s magnetosphere is stretched out by particles in the solar wind blasting out from 
where? __________________________________________

8. Use lines to draw the sun’s magnetic field.

9. Temperatures on our sun range from ____________˚F on its surface to about ____________˚F 
at its center.

10. __________________ are the largest, most violent explosions on the sun’s surface.

11. How long does it take for the sun’s particles to travel in the solar wind to Earth? 
___________________________________

12. Earth’s _______________________________ acts like an invisible barrier to solar wind.


